I am a Curator - 10 years later 

Introduction
In 2003 I was commissioned by Chisenhale Gallery in London to create a project that developed the experimental exhibition practice that I had been engaged in the preceding years. The outcome was I am a Curator (IAAC) which offered a different interface for the audience to interact with artwork and exhibition. A large number of creators were part of the process of producing, sustaining and developing the project. Together they ensured that the project could sustain and develop its core problematics in a dynamic way. At least 150 individuals contributed in different ways within the boundaries of the project. During the six weeks that it was open to the public, IAAC offered 30 individuals and groups the opportunity to investigate the work of 67 artists and if they so wished to, create a presentation or exhibition at the end of the day.

IAAC had a distinct structure and yet lacked a clearly formulated hypothesis. Both when we were working in the space and the decade that has passed since has allowed us reflect on what happened on this short and very intense time for experimentation. In other words, it is taking time to understand the many issues that IAAC addressed and the questions that it provoked. IAAC has received much media attention and many publications have devoted important sections following its completion. The catalogue that documented the project and that was published in 2005 has been widely used in many art and curatorial education programs around the world. 

Performance’s influence on Exhibitions
Many artists, curators and critics have investigated how exhibitions can change over time. As a matter of fact, the birth of performance art signalled the beginning of a profound shift in how we see exhibitions (in the most global sense of the word). When artists started to experiment with performance, reflections on time and narrative entered into thinking and making exhibitions – which also meant that time, temporality and duration became important factors in exhibitions at museums, galleries and other venues. (It can be argued that film and video bring to front similar questions. However, the temporality of moving images remains self-contained within each artwork and thus provokes issues of a different in kind.) With the genesis of performance art, artists and curators alike realised that exhibitions do not have to remain static - instead they can change and have a life on their own. In other words, performance practise and the exhibition developed a long and fruitful dialogue – allowing exhibitions to function according to a logic that is closer to life, where every day offers an infinite set of opportunities for change. (Through that provoking a reflection to what degree we allow change to enter our lives and to what degree we remain slaves to habit.)

I will mention two pieces that have been key to develop an understanding of IAAC. Chris Burden’s Bed Piece where the artist slept in the gallery for 22 days without talking to anyone and Nathan Coley’s The Lamp of Sacrifice (161 Places of Worship, Birmingham) 2000, where he spent weeks at the Ikon Gallery in Birmingham making cardboard copies of the city’s churches. These and countless other projects raised three problematics that had not been present in exhibitions before performance art:

	What happens if we open the exhibition to change throughout its duration?

What happens to our conception of artwork when it remains unfinished until the end of the exhibition?
What happens when the visitor sees, or even becomes a part of the artistic research/production process?

In other words, the traditional exhibition that remains in relative “stasis” (I put stasis in quotation marks because as the world changes, the exhibition changes and every visitor will experience the exhibition differently) was both questioned and was also offered new forms of expressions.

There is something that puts Burden and Coley’s work aside from virtually all other similar experiments. Something unexpected and magical happens in both projects. It is as if the artist’s persona loses all importance. They stop being Burden and Coley. They become church copiers and sleepers for all of us – artists and non-artists alike. Although both are present in the space throughout the duration of both projects, there is nothing biographical about what they present. Both stop being authors, in the traditional sense of the word. The body of the artist takes centre stage and at the same time the identity of the artist evaporates – opening the door to a new form of communication between artist and audience.

Developing Complexity
IAAC built on this tradition. However, because it activated the audience differently, it gave the audience the possibility to select and research the artwork for a full day. This strategy opened space for reflection on whole array of interesting problems:

What happens if expectations of the visitor are not met? The visitor to the gallery did not know which artwork(s) would be visible when he or she arrived at the gallery. This became particularly clear if they came to see an artwork by a friend, an artist that they liked or a family member – simply because it might not be on display. In other words, the exhibition became a “blind date.” Interestingly enough expectation is something that neuroscience has studied in great detail in recent years. Researchers have made great progress in showing that there is an important congruity between what is “expected” and what is “experienced.” The brain is no longer seen as a receiver for the surrounding reality, rather it projects what is expected and scans for difference that appear to that expectation. To make a gross over simplification, the brain expects that everything will stay the same and focuses on finding where this prediction is not fulfilled (See further Stephen Whitmarsh’s text below).
Can the knowledge produced become more individualized? IAAC proposed that the exhibition is not a site for exchange where the artist and curator have knowledge that the visitor lacks the same. Instead it focused on how the interconnection between creators and audience is infinitely more complex. It argued that an exhibition is a site where the knowledge of visitor and creators interact, rub up against each other in unison and conflict. The project also tried to prove that with this outlook on art, the outcome of the interaction between audience and exhibition creates more space for individuality and difference - instead of universal readings. So what is drawn from the exhibition (both on the side of the audience and creator) remains coloured by expectation, previous knowledge and a sea of other personal histories and backgrounds that come into play.
Can an exhibition become a true laboratory and what does that mean for individual artwork? The working process at the end of IAAC was fundamentally different from what it had been in the beginning of the project. The constant learning and also the constant shift in how artworks were presented underlined that the number of interpretation of the individual artworks remains infinite. (I will return to this below.)

Tools for IAAC
Through the focus on these three questions, IAAC brought issues into the limelight that do not have an immediate resolution. This, in its turn, allowed us to focus on the artwork and exhibition instead the persona of the artist and curator (in a similar way to Coley and Burden). It did so with the intention of underlining that curiosity and creativity remain the only tools at our disposal to prepare for the problems that await us tomorrow. The contributions by Gavin Wade and Celine Condorelli were essential in bringing out this aspect. They created Support Structure that was an artwork in its own right and also functioned like a mobile storage for all the pieces in the project. Support Structure went on to lead an interesting and rich life after IAAC - something that illustrates the hidden potential in the work. Céline and Gavin have often underlined that very little focus was given to the 11m multi-coloured structure that offered much of the formal identity of the project in the reports that the Curator of the Day wrote. To me, this poetic paradox proves the power inherent in the dialogue that was initiated between Support Structure and IAAC. 

Céline and Gavin also provided a set of jokers for each part of the structure (games and inspirations of different sorts) that offered the starting point for much playfulness throughout the daily process. The jokers also deepened the discussion about the statue and nature of the artwork and their inherent potential. This approach reverberated with a great deal of the artworks in IAAC (especially among the work by Selectors Lisa LeFeuvre, Reid Shier and Tone O Nielsen, since many of these demanded that the visitor finish the artwork by adding, staging, creating or re-creating the work - adding a performance aspect and interactive facet to the process.) 

Social Conventions and Art
IAAC questioned both social conventions and unwritten rules in the art world. We all know that there are invisible rules of conduct that make our lives together function and that we abide by on a daily basis without even thinking. (We are relatively safe walking on the pavement since most cars, bikes and motorcycles stay on the road. Few bus drivers deliberately drive into buildings or off cliffs to site a few banal examples.) Yet in order to be creative we need to encourage, develop and nurture counter-intuitive thinking (the reversal of the logic of how the brain works above offers an excellent example.) Further, the unwritten rules sometime reveal paradoxes that are impossible to resolve. For instance, the modus operandi of our society is that each and everyone primarily looks out for their own and their families’ interests - while the rhetoric is usually that we work for the common good. 

IAAC questioned many of these invisible and yet commonly accepted expectations about the nature of the exhibition and it made it clear that neither artist nor curator has any control over the reception of the artwork. However (and this is of utmost importance) this does not mean that creators are fumbling in the dark. Quite the opposite, artists and curators have vast knowledge and experience that they draw from in their everyday practice. Here we find what differentiates art from most other forms of knowledge production in our society. Science, for instance goes from not knowing to knowing. Art, other hand, deals with the aspects of life where there are no answers to and where there will never be any. Art helps us to accept, live with and enjoy our impotence in front of the great metaphysical questions – especially since this lack of knowing is shared by all of humanity.

Towards Infinity
No individual artworks were ever presented in the same way twice during IAAC (they were not even stored in the same way.) This constant flux rendered it visible that the number of interpretations of each individual artwork remains infinite. However (and this is essential,) infinite does not mean arbitrary. Each artwork has its unique nature and it is these qualities that define what can be drawn from it. These readings are connected to the work’s physical properties (whether these be ephemeral or not) – its size, shape, colour, duration, narrative, smell and any other characteristic that can be applicable. These qualities will interact with the vast knowledge and experiences that each individual human being has of his or her previous life (including other artistic expressions.) In short, even though the number of interpretations remains infinite – we cannot deduce anything that goes against the nature of the artwork. 

As a logical outcome of this reasoning, we can equally see that each exhibition also is a collection of infinities (artworks) that itself make up another “larger” infinity. It is these dialogues between infinities that artwork and exhibitions play a key role in the lives of the audiences. We can never understand art, any more than we can understand our existence. Yet the artwork and exhibitions offer beauty and a platform for dialogues about our individual experiences with communities of other individuals’ experience of the infinite and incomprehensible. 

Towards a Hypothesis?
It is important to underline that virtually all of the 67 artists were unknown for the UK audience at the time. It allowed the Curators of the Day to select artwork rather than names and permitted IAAC to develop a strategy to put focus back on the artwork and how different artwork interact with each other within an exhibition. This is fundamentally different from the emphasis on the “brand name” on the artist’s personality, biography and the potential for financial gain that is so common. 

Taken as a whole, IAAC asked if it is possible to produce a pure conceptual artwork that is idea and idea only. The project asked if it is possible to create an autonomous machine that removes artist and curator from the equation - in order to focus on artwork and how they dialogue with life. This was made possible because I did not produce anything for the project. The actual physical production took place elsewhere – and yet the fact that I am an artist remains crucial. It allowed me to renounce my status as artist in the project in order to become a stand in for every individual - just like Coley and Burden become stand ins for their audience.

So to carry out this poetic act, I needed the help of many diverse creators with vastly different knowledge and experience. Together we created an entity where there was neither artist nor curator; together we were able to focus on how artwork and life can interact in a free-zone for reflection. Everything became lopsided in IAAC: the artist wasn’t an artist, there was no curator and yet there were 36 + 7 curators. Also, the 67 artists who showed their work lost their identity and yet their work took centre stage. Still, it is this topsy-turvy world there was room for so much counter intuitive thinking and poetics to be produced. We were able to reimagine what an exhibition, an artist and a curator could be. Naturally, we didn’t find any answers only new and inspiring questions. The closing of IAAC was not an end point – it was a beginning.


